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When we started working with Willington Nameplate, they had recently 
experienced a rebirth in their company culture and brand as a result of designing 
their future with Fathom. After decades of viewing themselves as a commodity 
manufacturer, Willington realized that by making durable nameplates and labels 
that inform, instruct and caution, they are enabling essential communication.

On the occasion of their 50th anniversary, our job was to share this deeper view of 
the company and their work. Simms PR achieved greater exposure for Willington 
in key verticals such as aerospace, and highlighted the company’s innovative 
work environment to help them continue to attract the next generation of 
manufacturing talent.
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The Hartford Courant—which had never covered Willington Nameplate before—
featured a full page article about the company’s 50th anniversary and new outlook.
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NAMEPLATES CRUCIAL FOR GAS & 
FLUID HANDLING EQUIPMENT
Labeling gas and fluid handling equipment for 
efficiency and safety

BY JOSEPH P. WHITE, WILLINGTON NAMEPLATE 
Labels or nameplates may seem like some of the more 
insignificant parts on complex gas and fluid handling 
equipment. However, these ID tags and warning plates, 
typically made of metal and bolted to the product, give the 
equipment a voice to say something specific and meaningful.

Simms PR arranged for Willington Nameplate to contribute an article to Flow 
Control, a publication in one of the main verticals they serve, the pump and valve 
industry. We created the content together, and the article was so well received that it 
was picked up by sister publication Processing Magazine.
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The Hartford Business Journal featured Willington Nameplate CEO Mike Goepfert in 
their Executive Profile series. 
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One of our key objectives for this campaign was a placement in an aerospace 
publication. Not only did we arrange and co-produce a 4-page submitted article 
for Aerospace Manufacturing and Design magazine, the article was also chosen as 
the cover story. In fact, the entire cover of the magazine—which normally features 
helicopters and jets—was filled with an image of our client’s nameplates.
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Willington Nameplate’s vibrant culture is attracting talented young employees. 
Simms PR was able to leverage this for a placement alongside manufacturing giants 
such as Lockheed Martin in an article about recruiting in IndustryWeek, one of the 
largest manufacturing publications in the US. The article features multiple photos 
of Willington Nameplate team members. As a result of the article, Willington 
Nameplate was invited to present at IndustryWeek’s annual manufacturing industry 
conference in Cleveland.
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Through Fathom, Willington Nameplate took on a unique innovation program in 
partnership with an architecture firm. The story Simms PR brought to light about this 
project topped the Hartford Business Journal’s “most read” list on their website for 
two weeks. It was also the top story in the publication’s email newsletter.
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Forbes also spotlighted Willington Nameplate’s idea exchange with an architecture 
firm on their “Entrepreneurs” blog.
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marketplace by bringing to 
light stories only they can tell 
in media that matters to those 
they serve. 
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